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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 

Q: Can you provide me with Model numbers, Configuration, etc. on 
the equipment in the bid? 
 A: Yes. At the moment, most of the Sno-Isle laptops are HP 
ProBook 440 G6’s and HP EliteBook x360 1030 G3’s. Desktop 
computers are mostly HP Elitedesk 800 G4 Mini’s and HP Elitedesk 
800 G4 SFF’s. Majority have 256 GB NVME SSD and 8 GB RAM. A 
few may have some damage, or display signs of usage, but most of 
it will work especially when we upgrade our computer equipment 
and pull-out working units. "Other equipment that Sno-Isle may 
surplus include, but are not limited to, phones, monitors, UPS units, 
Audio-Visual devices, and networking equipment." 
 
Q: Can you provide more details on the models/conditions of the 
computers/laptops?   
 A: Yes. Currently, most of the Sno-Isle laptops are HP ProBook 440 
G6’s and HP EliteBook x360 1030 G3’s. Desktop computers are 
mostly HP 800 G4 Mini’s and HP 800 G4 SFF’s. A few may have 
some damage, or display signs of usage, but most of it will work 
especially when we upgrade our computer equipment and pull the 
units out. "Other equipment that Sno-Isle may surplus include, but 
are not limited to, phones, monitors, UPS units, Audio-Visual 
devices, and networking equipment." 
 
Q: Do you have a rough idea on what kind of devices and quantities 
etc. that you typically offload? 
 A: Yes. Sno-Isle normally schedules equipment pickups on an as 
needed basis, depending on projects that come up that require 
equipment removal/upgrades. In the past three years, we’ve 
scheduled more than three pickups per year on average. For 2023, 
we will be doing our PC Lifecycle Refresh project which involves 
upgrading our computer equipment. Sno-Isle will be offloading more 
than 300 laptops and at least 750 desktop computers, however, at 
this point, we are unsure as to how many will be auctioned and how 
many will be offloaded to vendors. "Other equipment that Sno-Isle 



may surplus include, but are not limited to, phones, monitors, UPS 
units, Audio-Visual devices, and networking equipment." 
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